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September 14, 2021
The Honorable Randy McNally
Speaker of the Senate
The Honorable Cameron Sexton
Speaker of the House of Representatives
The Honorable Kerry Roberts, Chair
Senate Committee on Government Operations
The Honorable John D. Ragan, Chair
House Committee on Government Operations
and
Members of the General Assembly
State Capitol
Nashville, Tennessee 37243
and
The Honorable David Gerregano, Commissioner
Department of Revenue
500 Deaderick Street
Nashville, Tennessee 37242
Ladies and Gentlemen:
We have conducted a performance audit of selected programs and activities of the Department of
Revenue for the period January 1, 2018, through May 31, 2021. This audit was conducted pursuant to the
requirements of the Tennessee Governmental Entity Review Law, Section 4-29-111, Tennessee Code
Annotated.
Although our audit did not disclose any findings, we disclosed in the Audit Conclusions section of
the report an observation that impacts the Department of Revenue’s mission.
This report is intended to aid the Joint Government Operations Committee in its review to
determine whether the department should be continued, restructured, or terminated.
Sincerely,

KJS/as
21/026

Katherine J. Stickel, CPA, CGFM, Director
Division of State Audit

Division of State Audit
KEY CONCLUSIONS

Department of Revenue
Performance Audit
September 2021

Our mission is to make government work better.

AUDIT HIGHLIGHTS
Department of Revenue’s Mission
To fund public services through tax compliance
and motor vehicle registration by providing
education, fair enforcement, and excellent customer
service.

Audit Scope:
January 1, 2018, through May 31, 2021
Scheduled Termination Date:
June 30, 2022

KEY CONCLUSIONS

FINDINGS
 The audit report contains no findings.

OBSERVATION
The following topic is included in this report because of its effect on the operations of the
Department of Revenue and the citizens of Tennessee:
Tax Collections
 The Audit Division faces challenges to increase taxpayer compliance in Tennessee and
ensure the state receives all taxes due (page 13).
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INTRODUCTION

AUDIT AUTHORITY
This performance audit of the Department of Revenue was conducted pursuant to the
Tennessee Governmental Entity Review Law, Title 4, Chapter 29, Tennessee Code Annotated.
Under Section 4-29-243, the department is scheduled to terminate June 30, 2022. The Comptroller
of the Treasury is authorized under Section 4-29-111 to conduct a limited program review audit of
the agency and to report to the Joint Government Operations Committee of the General Assembly.
This audit is intended to aid the committee in determining whether the department should be
continued, restructured, or terminated.

BACKGROUND
In 1923, Tennessee’s three tax-collecting agencies were combined to create the Department
of Finance and Taxation. In 1959, the department was renamed the Department of Revenue.
Section 67-1-102, Tennessee Code Annotated, gives the department the power to administer the
assessment and collection of state taxes and privilege taxes, receive state revenues, research other
states’ tax systems and recommend legislation to prevent tax evasion, examine accounts of
appropriation receiving entities, compromise tax liabilities, issue letter and revenue rulings, and
participate in the multistate tax commission joint audit program. In addition, Section 55-2-101,
Tennessee Code Annotated, authorizes the Commissioner of the Department of Revenue to
administer the Tennessee Motor Vehicle Title and Registration Law.
The department’s mission is “To fund public services through tax compliance and motor
vehicle registration by providing education, fair enforcement, and excellent customer service.”
As Tennessee’s chief tax collector, the
See Appendix 3 for the Department
Department of Revenue administers and collects taxes
of Revenue’s organizational
and fees; ensures taxpayer compliance; and apportions
structure and organizational chart.
tax revenues to the appropriate state and local entities.
In addition, the department provides motor vehicle title
and registration services to citizens and commercial vehicle owners and operators.
The department has a central office in downtown Nashville and regional offices in
Chattanooga, Cookeville, Jackson, Johnson City, Knoxville, Memphis, and Shelbyville. The
department also has offices in Atlanta, Georgia; Chicago, Illinois; Houston, Texas; New York,
New York; and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to assist taxpayers and aid in the administration of tax
laws.
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AUDIT SCOPE
We have audited the Department of Revenue for the period January 1, 2018, through May
31, 2021. Our audit scope included a review of internal controls and compliance with laws,
regulations, policies, procedures, and provisions of contracts or grant agreements in the following
areas:
•

Tax Collections;
o Taxpayer Compliance Through Education and Audit Efforts
o Tax and Fee Payment Deposits

•

Vehicle Services;

o Vehicle Title and Registration Transactions
o Insurance Verification Program

•

Tennessee’s Business Tax Credits;
o Headquarters Tax Credit
o Job Tax Credits

•

Information Systems;

•

Public Records Management; and

•

CARES Act Funding;
o Tennessee Business Relief Program

The Department of Revenue’s management is responsible for establishing and maintaining
effective internal control and for complying with applicable laws, regulations, policies, procedures,
and provisions of contracts and grant agreements.
We provide further information on the scope of our assessment of internal control
significant to our audit objectives in Appendix 1. In compliance with generally accepted
government auditing standards, when internal control is significant within the context of our audit
objectives, we include in the audit report (1) the scope of our work on internal control and (2) any
deficiencies in internal control that are significant within the context of our audit objectives and
based upon the audit work we performed. We provide the scope of our work on internal control
in the detailed methodology of each audit section and in Appendix 1, and we identify any internal
control deficiencies significant to our audit objectives in our audit conclusions, findings, and
observations.
For our sample design, we used nonstatistical audit sampling, which was the most
appropriate and cost-effective method for concluding on our audit objectives. Based on our
professional judgment, review of authoritative sampling guidance, and careful consideration of
underlying statistical concepts, we believe that nonstatistical sampling provides sufficient
2

appropriate audit evidence to support the conclusions in our report. Although our sample results
provide reasonable bases for drawing conclusions, the errors identified in these samples cannot be
used to make statistically valid projections to the original populations. We present more detailed
information about our methodologies in the individual sections of this report.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient,
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our
audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

PRIOR AUDIT FINDINGS

REPORT OF ACTIONS TAKEN ON PRIOR AUDIT FINDINGS
Section 8-4-109(c), Tennessee Code Annotated, requires that each state department,
agency, or institution report to the Comptroller of the Treasury the action taken to implement the
recommendations in the prior audit report. The
prior audit report was dated November 2017 and
contained five findings. The Department of
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
Revenue filed its report with the Comptroller of the
AUDIT FINDINGS
Treasury on May 1, 2018. We conducted a followup of the prior audit findings as part of the current
November 2017
audit.
Performance Audit
5 findings

RESOLVED AUDIT FINDINGS
The current audit disclosed that the
Department of Revenue resolved all five of the
previous audit findings, including a 32-year-old
finding repeated in four prior audits (see Table 1).
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September 2021
Performance Audit
Resolved 5 of 5 prior audit findings
No new findings
1 observation

Prior Finding

Table 1
Resolved Audit Findings
Finding Year(s)
1

Resolution in Current Audit

1

Vehicle Services management was unable to reconcile
motor vehicle registration revenue collections to license
plate and decal issuance records.

Originated in 1989 and
repeated in our 2008, 2009,
2013, and 2017 audits of the
Department of Revenue.

Management implemented processes to verify
inventory levels and periodically reconcile vehicle
registration revenue collections. (See Vehicle
Services Division section on page 20.)

2

The department’s Audit Division did not provide
sufficient evidence to support approved headquarters tax
credits and, in some cases, approved tax credits that did
not meet the definition of qualified tangible personal
property.

2017 performance audit of
the Department of Revenue.

Management developed policies and procedures to
ensure Audit Division personnel collected
sufficient evidence to approve headquarters tax
credits. (See Tennessee’s Business Tax Credits
section on page 27.)

3

Department management did not adequately document
the tax audits related to the job tax credits and ultimately
could not provide evidence that the audited companies
complied with state law.

Originated in the 2013
performance audit of the
Department of Revenue and
repeated in the 2017
performance audit.

Management updated internal procedures to ensure
tax auditors properly documented audits of job tax
credits. (See Job Tax Credits section on page 31.)

4

The department has not fully assessed its public records
to determine if it should create, amend, or retire records
disposition authorizations (RDA); as a result, the
department did not create RDAs to address new public
records and improperly disposed of tax audit records
without an existing RDA.

2017 performance audit of
the Department of Revenue.

Management created, amended, and retired RDAs
to reflect the department’s current public records,
and developed an annual review and disposal
process for public records. (See Public Records
Management section on page 34.)

5

The Department of Revenue and the Department of
Finance and Administration’s Strategic Technology
Solutions did not provide adequate internal controls in
one area.

2017 performance audit of
the Department of Revenue.

Management implemented policies and procedures
to align with state information systems security
policies and best practices. (See Information
Systems section on page 36.)

1

This finding originated from a 1989 financial audit of the Department of Safety. In July 2006, an executive order transferred the responsibility for all Tennessee
vehicle registrations from the Department of Safety to the Department of Revenue.
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AUDIT CONCLUSIONS

TAX COLLECTIONS
General Background
The Department of Revenue is the state’s primary tax collection agency, responsible for
administering more than 25 different taxes and fees (see
The Department of Revenue
https://www.tn.gov/revenue/taxes.html for a complete
collects approximately 87% of the
list). Section 67-1-102(b), Tennessee Code Annotated,
state’s total tax revenue.
authorizes the department to administer the assessment
and collection of all state taxes, unless statute confers
Source: Department of Revenue’s website.
responsibility elsewhere. The department translates this
responsibility into its mission, “to fund public services
through tax compliance and motor vehicle registration by providing education, fair enforcement,
and excellent customer service.”
Department Divisions Involved in Tax Collections
The department has several divisions that provide interrelated services to administer,
assess, and timely collect all state taxes and returns.
•

The Taxpayer Services Division fields taxpayer questions and promotes taxpayer
education and outreach.

•

The Processing Division handles incoming mail, processes tax returns, deposits tax
payments, performs data entry, and scans paper documents into the department’s
systems.

•

The Audit Division reviews taxpayer activities and identifies returns that report
insufficient or incorrect tax revenues; the division also uncovers fraudulent business
practices, searches for unregistered businesses operating in the state, and promotes
taxpayer compliance through education.

•

The Collection Services Division works directly with delinquent businesses and
individuals to recover overdue taxes.

•

The Financial Control Office within the Administration Division coordinates the
department’s fiscal functions, including reconciling tax collections and allocating tax
revenues to local governments.

Tennessee Revenue, Registration, and Reporting (TR3) System
Department personnel use the Tennessee Revenue, Registration, and Reporting (TR3)
information system to carry out the department’s tax administration responsibilities, including
managing tax collections. TR3 interfaces with Tennessee Taxpayer Access Point (TNTAP), an
external-facing system for taxpayers to electronically file their tax returns. TR3 replaced the
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department’s previous tax system, the Revenue Integrated Tax System, in stages over the course
of four years beginning in March 2017 and ending in May 2020.
For the purposes of our audit, we focused on two aspects of the department’s tax collection
responsibilities:
1. taxpayer compliance through education and audit efforts and
2. tax and fee payment deposits.

TAXPAYER COMPLIANCE THROUGH EDUCATION AND AUDIT EFFORTS
General Background
The primary goal of the Audit Division is to “encourage voluntary compliance with
Tennessee tax laws, ensure confidence in the integrity, fairness, and efficiency of the Department
of Revenue, and to assist in educating the taxpayer regarding tax law and filing requirements.”
Audit Division staff use a variety of data-matching techniques within TR3 to ensure taxpayer
compliance with state tax laws. While the division’s auditors address all types of taxes, we focused
on sales and use taxes, the largest source of state tax revenue (see Table 2).
Sales and Use Tax
As directed by statute, a state sales tax of 7%
applies to tangible personal property, specified digital
products, and certain services sold at retail in Tennessee
by sellers with either a physical presence or sufficient
economic presence 2 in the state. If a seller does not have
a presence in Tennessee and therefore does not collect
sales tax, the purchaser must pay a use tax directly to the
Department of Revenue on items shipped or brought into
Tennessee.

Sales and use taxes made up 67%
of all state taxes collected by the
Department of Revenue in fiscal
year 2020.
Source: Department of Revenue 2019-2020
Annual Report.

The 7% state sales and use tax is accompanied by a local option tax imposed by county
and/or city governments. Section 67-6-702, Tennessee Code Annotated, authorizes these local
governments to set this local option tax between 1.5 and 2.75% 3 of the first $1,600 sale or use of
any single article of personal property. The Department of Revenue collects the entire amount of
the taxes, then remits the local option amount back to each city and county, less an administrative
fee of 1.125% of the amount collected. Table 2 summarizes the state and local taxes the
Department of Revenue collected in fiscal years 2017 through 2020.

2

Based on Section 67-6-524(b), Tennessee Code Annotated, a seller has an economic presence in the state if sales to
Tennessee purchasers exceed $100,000 over a twelve-month period.
3 Section 67-6-202(a)1, Tennessee Code Annotated, “Tax Authorized,” prohibits local governments from setting a
rate higher than 2.75% but allows them to set their sales tax rate lower.
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Table 2
State and Local Taxes Collected by the Department of Revenue (expressed in millions)
Fiscal Years 2017-2020
Tax Type
State Sales and Use
Local Sales and Use
All Other Taxes
Total Taxes Collected
Percent Sales and Use

FY 2017
$8,550
$2,527
$5,721
$16,798
66%

FY 2018
$8,940
$2,658
$5,919
$17,516
66%

FY 2019
$9,435
$2,486
$6,233
$18,514
66%

FY 2020
$9,709
$2,980
$6,348
$19,037
67%

Source: Department of Revenue’s annual reports for fiscal years 2017 through 2020. Percent calculated by auditor.

Taxes on Remote Sales
The growth of e-commerce has increased the likelihood of Tennessee consumers
purchasing goods remotely, such as from a website. In a 2017 report, the United States
Government Accountability Office noted that the Supreme Court’s 1992 ruling in Quill Corp v.
North Dakota constrained states from collecting taxes on remote sales when the seller did not have
a presence in the state. The report, however, estimated that states were able to collect taxes on
approximately 80% of remote sales, because many large Internet sellers were also established
retailers with a physical presence in most states. According to the report, Tennessee would have
gained between $237 million and $363 million in additional revenue in 2017, had the state had the
authority to require remote sellers without a state presence to collect and remit taxes on sales to
Tennessee consumers. According to the report, approximately half of those potential revenue
gains would come from taxes on e-marketplace 4 sales via websites like Amazon Marketplace,
eBay, and Etsy.
The Supreme Court revisited the state sales tax issue in 2018 in South Dakota v. Wayfair
and broadened states’ authority to require remote sellers without a physical presence in the state
to collect and remit sales taxes. Following subsequent changes to Sections 67-6-501(f)(1) and
524(b), Tennessee Code Annotated, the Department of Revenue was tasked with expanded
responsibilities to collect Tennessee sales tax from out-of-state sellers with annual sales in
Tennessee of at least $500,000 effective October 1, 2019. State law reduced the annual sales
threshold to $100,000 effective October 1, 2020, and expanded sales tax collection responsibilities
to e-marketplace businesses. Figure 1 presents a timeline of major changes to the Department of
Revenue’s authority to collect taxes on remote sales.

4 An e-marketplace is a website that provides a platform to facilitate sales between independent third-party sellers and

consumers.
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Figure 1
Timeline of Tennessee’s Remote Sales Tax Policy

Source: Auditor created from Sections 67-6-501(f)(1) and 524(b), Tennessee Code Annotated; United States
Government Accountability Office Report 18-114, States Could Gain Revenue from Expanded Authority, but
Businesses Are Likely to Experience Compliance Costs.

Since the Wayfair decision in 2018, the department has collected more than $900 million
in sales and use tax from new out-of-state registrants and e-marketplaces (see Table 3).
Table 3
Tennessee Sales Tax Collections from Remote Sellers and e-Marketplaces
Fiscal Years 2019 through 2021
Total State and Local Sales Tax Collections from
Fiscal Year
Remote Sellers and e-Marketplaces
2019
$56,983,172
2020
$191,016,775
2021
$710,289,569
Total
$958,289,516
Source: Department of Revenue data from the TR3 system.

Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement
Since 2005, Tennessee has been an associate member of the Streamlined Sales and Use
Tax Agreement (SSUTA)—a national cooperative effort to simplify and standardize sales tax
collections across state lines. SSUTA helps states facilitate tax collections on remote sales and
reduces the burden of compliance on sellers operating in multiple jurisdictions by providing a
8

single application for sellers to register to pay sales tax in SSUTA’s 24 member states, instead of
registering with each state individually.
As an associate member, Tennessee only receives registration information from remote
sellers that complete the SSUTA application and specifically elect to register in Tennessee. As a
full SSUTA member, Tennessee would receive all remote seller registration information, even for
those sellers that do not specifically elect to register for Tennessee taxes. For Tennessee to be
eligible for full membership in SSUTA, the General Assembly would need to enact changes to
align Tennessee’s tax law with SSUTA’s model tax policy. The most significant area where
Tennessee differs from SSUTA policy is the state’s limitation of local sales tax to the first $1,600
of a single item of tangible personal property.
Identifying Potential Noncompliant Taxpayers
While changes to state tax law and membership in SSUTA have helped the Department of
Revenue register remote sellers to pay sales taxes, the
department has various additional strategies to The Department of Revenue’s audit
encourage taxpayer compliance with state tax laws – strategies include
primarily through office audits and field audits. The
• Random selection
Audit Division performs analyses of internal data and • Prior return review
crossmatches the division’s data with information from • Delinquent return review
external sources (including federal agencies, other state • High exemption return review
agencies, local governments, and private industry) to • Internal tips and leads
identify taxpayers who did not report or who • External tips and leads
underreported sales and use taxes. For the purposes of • Data sharing with other states
our audit, we focused on three strategies which • Crossmatch with data from federal
agencies and other state agencies
department management stated provide strong leads for
auditing sales and use taxes: the 1099-K Program, the • Crossmatch with private industry data
United States Customs Match, and the Retail Source: Audit Procedures Manual and interviews
Accountability Program.
Figure 2 provides an with Audit Division personnel.
overview of how these strategies translate into
additional tax collections for the state.
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Figure 2
Audits of Taxpayer Compliance Result in Tax Collections for the State

The Audit Division
Division auditors
Taxpayers have
If an assessment is not
generates audit
conduct office and
the right to
appealed or the appeal
leads through the
field audits to
appeal an
is unsuccessful,
1099-K Program,
investigate leads. An
assessment,
taxpayers remit taxes
the United States
audit may result in
which may
due to the department.
Customs Match,
an assessment of
result in an
The Collection Services
the Retail
taxes due, plus
adjustment to
Division pursues
Accountability
penalties and
the assessment.
delinquent unpaid
Program, and
interest (if
taxes.
other strategies.
applicable).
Source: Auditor created based on review of the Audit Division’s Auditing Procedures Manual.

Within the Audit Division, the Discovery Unit and the Retail Accountability and Tobacco
Unit are two of the primary units that provide prospective audit leads using sales and use tax data.
The Discovery Unit operates several programs to identify audit leads. The unit identifies office
audit leads through its 1099-K Program, which compares Federal Form 1099-K 5 information to
sales reported by taxpayers. The unit has used this crossmatch to identify unregistered businesses
and potentially under-reporting taxpayers in various industries including automotive parts and
repairs, furniture, jewelry, sporting goods, used cars, and bookstores. Additionally, 1099-K leads
have been used to select field audits, primarily in the restaurant industry.
The Discovery Unit also identifies sales and use audit leads that result in higher-dollar
assessments through the United States Custom Match. With this match, the unit compares customs
declarations from the United States Department of Homeland Security and taxpayer data in TR3
to identify items purchased outside of the United States but transferred for use in Tennessee.
In addition to the 1099-K Program and the United States Customs Match, the Discovery
Unit operates additional programs to generate audit leads; we did not perform detailed audit work
on the unit’s additional lead-producing programs. The unit assessed taxes due totaling
$67,829,808 and $47,842,792 in fiscal years 2019 and 2020, respectively. These figures include
the 1099-K and Customs Match discussed above, as well as the unit’s Voluntary Disclosure
Program (assessing $34,132,626 and $27,950,599 for fiscal years 2019 and 2020), the Federal
Aviation Administration Match (assessing $13,365,498 and $13,150,073 for fiscal years 2019 and
2020), and several other programs.

5

A payment settlement entity (PSE) must file Form 1099-K for payments in settlement of reportable payment
transactions, that is, any payment card or third-party network transactions, for each calendar year. A PSE makes a
payment if the PSE submits the instruction to transfer funds to the account of the participating payee to settle the
reportable payment transaction. (See https://www.irs.gov/forms-pubs/about-form-1099-k.)
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The Retail Accountability and Tobacco Unit administers the Retail Accountability
Program (RAP). The purpose of RAP is to ensure that retailers (most commonly convenience
stores) properly remit to the state sales tax collected from consumers. RAP began when legislation
was enacted in 2012 that required wholesalers of beer and tobacco products to file an information
report with the Department of Revenue. Updated legislation in 2016 required wholesalers making
sales of $500,000 or more of candy, food, and non-alcoholic beverages to also file these
information reports. RAP identifies under-reporting by comparing the information reports filed
by these wholesalers to the sales and use tax returns filed by the retailers who purchased the
inventory. Using the TR3 system, the RAP Unit sends inquiry letters to potentially under-reporting
retailers on a quarterly basis. According to division management, the amounts assessed by RAP
have been significant, but they estimate that increased compliance is even more significant. When
a retailer’s reporting behavior has not appeared to improve after multiple RAP assessments,
division staff refer the retailer for a field audit. According to division management, RAP-referred
field audits not only validate the office audit results but also reveal additional unpaid tax.
See Table 4 for a summary of the three audit lead identification methods.
Audit Results
Audit Objective:

Did the Audit Division have processes in place to identify taxpayers who
did not report or underreported sales and use taxes owed?

Conclusion:

Based on our review and discussion with management, we found the division
has several tools and methods to identify taxpayers who did not report or
underreported sales and use taxes owed to the state. However, challenges
remain for management to maintain a workforce level that meets the state’s
needs to address the growing number of tax accounts. See Observation.

Methodology to Achieve Objective
To address our audit objective, we interviewed the Chief Finance Officer, Assistant
Commissioner of Audit, Audit Director, Assistant Audit Director, Taxpayer Services Director, and
TR3 Director to gain an understanding of internal control significant to our audit objective, and to
assess management’s design and implementation of internal control. To determine whether the
Audit Division had processes in place to identify taxpayers who owe sales and use taxes, we
reviewed relevant statute, Rules of Department of Revenue (Chapter 1320-05-01, “State Sales and
Use Tax Rules”), and sales and use tax return forms and associated instructions. We reviewed a
PowerPoint presentation for new auditors, the Auditing Procedures Manual updated December
2020, the Tennessee Sales and Use Tax Guide updated October 2020, Internal Revenue Service
instructions for filing Form 1099-K, and sample audit letters to taxpayers. We also analyzed tax
account totals from the TR3 system, audit assessment snapshots from TR3, management’s
estimates of behavior modification savings, and Tennessee population data from the U.S. Census
Bureau. To assess the implementation of internal control, we performed walkthroughs of the
Discovery Unit’s 1099-K match and U.S. Customs match, and the Retail Accountability and
Tobacco Unit’s Retail Accountability Program match.
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Table 4
Department of Revenue Audit Division
Audit Lead Identification Methods
June 2021
Audit Lead
Identification
Method
1099-K
Program

Retail
Accountability
Program

United States
Customs Match

Description

Compares transactions
processed by credit
card companies and
other payment entities
to sales reported by
retailers.
Compares wholesalers’
reported sales of
selected items to
retailers to the
retailers’ reported sales
of those items.
Compares customs
declarations of items
imported into
Tennessee to
registrations and to use
tax returns.

Data Sources for Match

Payment settlement entities’
Form 1099-K, Payment Card
and Third-Party Network
Transactions, filed with the
federal government and copied
to the state, compared to
retailers’ sales and use tax
returns.
Wholesalers’ tax returns and
shipment information and
retailers’ sales and use tax
returns.
Data files from U.S. Customs
and taxpayer returns.

Date
Implemented

Crossmatch
Frequency

Approximate Number
of Matches/Number of
Audit Leads Generated
Each Cycle

2012

Quarterly

24,820/483

2000

Quarterly

45,000 – 60,000/200 – 300

March 2016

Source: Interviews with Audit Division personnel and review of the department’s Audit Procedures Manual.
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Annually

310,045/2,030

Observation – The Audit Division faces challenges to increase taxpayer compliance in Tennessee
and ensure the state receives all taxes due
The Department of Revenue’s Audit Division aims to promote compliance with the state’s
tax laws through education and audits. Audit strategies generate revenue through assessments on
taxpayers that failed to register or file, or that underreported their taxes owed. For fiscal years
2017-2020, the Audit Division, on average, issued total assessments of more than $228 million
annually. The three sales and use tax audit methods we focused on for the purposes of our audit
resulted in millions of dollars of additional taxes assessed in fiscal years 2019 and 2020 (see Table
5). The division accomplished these results using approximately 30 employees.
Table 5
Department of Revenue Audit Division
Annual Assessments on Taxpayers by Audit Method
Fiscal Years 2019 and 2020
Taxpayer Assessments
Audit Method
Unit Responsible
Fiscal Year 2019
Fiscal Year 2020
1099-K
$17,874,335
$2,582,094 6
Discovery
US Customs Match
$796,115
$1,641,755
Discovery
Retail Accountability
Retail Accountability
Program
$2,303,953
$1,610,700
and Tobacco Unit

Source: Department of Revenue data from the TR3 system.

While audit strategies generate revenue for the state, the division aims to use education
strategies to bring taxpayers into compliance voluntarily. Education strategies are less resourceintensive than full-scale audits. For example, in January 2021, the division used data shared by
North Carolina to launch a campaign encouraging large online retailers to register and pay sales
taxes in Tennessee. The division contacted 397 large online retailers, informing them that they
may be liable to pay sales taxes in Tennessee, and provided instructions for registering and
reporting to the department. This campaign resulted in 36 large online retailers registering to pay
taxes on Tennessee sales transactions. As of July 27, 2021, the Department of Revenue has
collected more than $950,000 from these sellers and anticipates the collection of more than $2.8
million in sales tax annually from these 36 out-of-state retailers without expending audit resources
to enforce compliance.
Division management also measures the success of education and enforcement in terms of
behavior modification (taxpayers correctly filing and reporting their taxes owed going forward
after audit). According to management’s estimates for fiscal years 2018, 2019, and 2020, the
Retail Accountability Program generated more than $15 million annually for the state through
behavior modification.

6

According to Audit Division management, the large differences in taxpayer assessments between fiscal years 2019
and 2020 are due to changes the division made to their program parameters to increase the accuracy of estimated
taxpayer assessments that were required and to focus division resources on consistently stronger leads.
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The Audit Division Has Opportunities to Increase Audit Coverage, Faces Workforce Challenges
The department’s implementation of the final phase of the TR3 system in May 2020
provided the Audit Division with modern tools for analyzing tax data and generating quality audit
leads. Division management uses these tools to develop audit projects targeting specific taxes,
business sectors, or types of taxpayers. Division management has identified new projects to start,
existing projects to expand, and suspended projects to reinstate within TR3 (see Figure 3 for
examples of these projects).
Figure 3
Examples of Audit Division’s Pending Education and Audit Projects

EXPAND EXISTING
PROJECTS
• Address more than just
the highest-risk audit
leads.

IMPLEMENT NEW
PROJECTS
• Establish data matching
with the Department of
State.
• Encourage additional
compliance through
education campaigns.

REINSTATE SUSPENDED
PROJECTS
• Resume data matching
with the Department of
Labor and Workforce
Development (suspended
with the implementation
of TR3).

Source: Interviews with division management.

Challenges
The division actively identifies and pursues audit leads using a variety of methods. Not all
potential audit leads are viable (because the taxpayer has closed the business, for example), so the
division is selective about which audit leads it follows up on. However, based on our interviews
with management, the division’s most immediate challenge is effectively coordinating their
limited staff to work all potentially viable audit leads generated through existing crossmatches, to
expand existing tax recovery projects, and to execute new projects while sustaining ongoing audit
efforts. The fiscal year 2020 appropriations bill required management to eliminate 47 unfilled
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positions in the department; 23 of those positions 7 were in the Audit Division. As of May 21,
2021, the Audit Division had 328 positions:
•

235 tax auditor positions,

•

63 management and administrative positions, and

•

30 tax auditor vacancies.

Department management reported that the division is challenged to fill entry-level auditor
positions in the face of competing with other government agencies and private industry for
accounting graduates. The department hires entry-level auditors within the Tax Auditor 2
classification, which offers a starting salary of $40,380. Similarly, management said skilled
auditors are difficult to retain because their specialized state tax knowledge is valuable to private
corporations and public accounting firms. To aid in recruiting, the department established a
summer internship program in 2016. To improve retention of skilled auditors, management said
they are exploring restructuring the tax auditor career path to better reward experienced auditors
and to allow auditors to pursue specialized career tracks.
Tennessee’s Business Outlook and Growth of Online Sales
Tennessee has grown rapidly over the past decade, emphasizing the need for management
to scale the department’s audit resources to the state’s size and business climate. Tennessee’s
population grew 9% between 2010 and 2020, driven primarily by migration from other states.
Along with the population increase, the Department of Revenue saw a 31% increase 8 in the active
number of tax accounts between 2016 and 2020 (see Figure 4).

Number of Active Tax Accounts

Figure 4
Department of Revenue Active Tax Accounts
Calendar Years 2016-2020
2,000,000
1,875,000
1,750,000
1,625,000
1,500,000

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Year
Source: Department of Revenue data from TR3 on tax accounts.
7

The vacant positions were 6 office auditor positions, 13 in-state field auditor positions, and 4 administrative
positions.
8 Some entities that pay more than one tax type and have multiple types of tax accounts could be included multiple
times in the data.
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Furthermore, the May 2021 edition of the Tennessee Quarterly Business and Economic
Report, prepared for the Secretary of State by the Boyd Center for Business and Economic
Research at the University of Tennessee, highlighted state business growth and increased online
activity in recent years. According to the report,
The Pandemic-led increase in online sales has led to a strong increase in the number
of non-store retailers (e.g., online businesses) nationwide, as consumers have
dramatically shifted towards online shopping, likely explaining part of the increase
in new entity filings.
Moreover, statutory changes have expanded the department’s authority and responsibility
to collect taxes on remote sales to Tennessee customers. As of July 27, 2021, more than 8,500
sellers with no physical presence in Tennessee have registered since the Wayfair decision in 2018.
The department continues to explore new ways of using TR3 and available data to identify
unregistered online retailers. Furthermore, Tennessee’s associate membership status in the
Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement limits the state’s access to new registration information
except when new registrants specifically elect to register in Tennessee. The Tennessee General
Assembly may wish to pursue the state’s full membership in the agreement by enacting legislation
to align state tax policy with the agreement.
Conclusion
The Audit Division’s current approaches are critical for detecting and correcting
underreported tax revenues to the state. For the division to remain effective in detecting and
collecting tax revenues, management must scale the audit workforce to fully leverage TR3’s
potential as an audit tool, accommodate rapid growth in new businesses, and adapt to consumer
shifts to online transactions.
As the State of Tennessee’s population increases, along with the number of businesses and
associated tax accounts, the Department of Revenue faces increased responsibilities of education,
auditing, and tax collection, as well as increased risks of forfeiting tax revenue due to the state.
Department management should continue exploring and developing innovative solutions
to address the Audit Division’s workforce demands. This may include working with the state
budgetary process and the Tennessee General Assembly to ensure the department has adequate
resources available to maximize tax collections in its Audit Division.

TAX AND FEE PAYMENT DEPOSITS
General Background
The department has established methods for taxpayers to pay their taxes and fees to the
department via cash or check, as well as with a credit or debit card using the TNTAP (Tennessee
Taxpayer Access Point) website. Electronic payments are automatically deposited into the state
treasury, but department personnel must manually deposit checks and cash. Because of these
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manual processes, even though check and cash payments account for less than 5% of the
department’s overall collections (see Table 6), they represent a higher risk than electronic
payments.
Table 6
Tax and Fee Payments Deposited by Payment Method
For Fiscal Years 2020 and 2021
Fiscal Year 2020
Payment
Number of
Method
Total Amount†
Payments
Cash
Check
Electronic
Total

2,772 $
32,262,574
161,829
801,300,553
1,604,834 17,602,477,732
1,769,435 $18,436,040,859

Fiscal Year 2021*
% of
% of
Number of
Overall
Total Amount†
Overall
Payments
Payments
Payments
<1%
34 $
33,228
<1%
4%
156,561
604,564,799
3%
95%
1,868,730
19,497,954,326
97%
100%
2,025,325 $20,102,552,353
100%

* Through May 31, 2021, our audit fieldwork end date.
† Rounded to nearest whole dollar.
Source: Daily Payment Summary reports from the TR3 system.

State statute requires the department to promptly deposit the payments it collects.
According to Section 9-4-301, Tennessee Code Annotated,
It is the duty of every department, institution, office and agency of the state and
every officer and employee of state government, including the state treasurer,
collecting or receiving state funds, to deposit them immediately into the state
treasury or to the account of the state treasurer in a bank designated as a state
depository or to the appropriate departmental account [emphasis added].
To clarify this statute, the Department of Finance and Administration (F&A) circulates Policy 25,
“Deposit Practices,” which defines “immediately” as “within 24 hours after $500 has been
accumulated.”
Impact of COVID-19 on Deposit Standards and Practices
The COVID-19 pandemic changed the way the department handled cash and check
payments. Before March 2020, the department accepted payments in person at its seven regional
offices, its central Nashville office, and its Nashville Motor Carrier office 9 (see Figure 5). The
seven regional offices also processed cash and check payments mailed directly to those offices.

9

The Motor Carrier office specifically collected motor fuel taxes and registration payments from commercial
transportation operators.
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Figure 5
Department of Revenue’s Cashiering Offices

Office stopped processing walk-in and mailed payments as of March 2020.
Office stopped processing walk-in payments but continued to process mailed payments as of March
2020.

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the department suspended walk-in services at all
its offices in March 2020. Management redirected mailed payments from the regional offices to
the central office’s Processing Division. As of May 31, 2021, the department had not reopened its
offices to allow in-person payments. In addition, via a series of executive orders, Governor Bill
Lee suspended the requirements of F&A Policy 25 from March 19, 2020, to August 29, 2020. The
Governor enacted this temporary suspension to allow administrative department heads time to
implement new COVID-19-related safety procedures for handling and processing deposits.
Cash and Check Handling Process for Tax and Fee Payment Deposits
The Processing Division handles the majority of the department’s mailed cash and check
payments. 10 Division staff open and sort mail and scan checks and correspondence into Vista (a
payment data entry system). The next steps of the process differ for cash payments and check
payments.
Cash Payments
When a taxpayer mails in a cash payment, the staff member who opened the mail counts
the enclosed cash. The Processing Division Manager recounts the cash to verify the amount. The
staff member then logs the cash payment in the cash log; both the staff member and the manager
sign the log to attest the amount recorded and to confirm that they placed the cash in the lockbox.
The next day, they transfer the cash in the lockbox to an armored truck for transportation to the
bank for deposit. The bank then sends a deposit confirmation email to both the Department of
Revenue and the Department of Treasury.

10

See the Other Tax Payments subsection for the Financial Control Division’s responsibilities.
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Check Payments
Processing Division staff scan checks into the Vista system with any other documentation
included with the check in the mail. Staff in the division’s Data Capture group retrieve the checks
from the Vista scanning area. The Revenue Process Technician then imports the Vista information
in batches into Check21, the department’s check depositing software. Once the import is complete,
staff compare the information in Check21 to verify it matches the physical check. Division staff
then complete depositing procedures in Check21 by uploading the check batches to the depositing
bank and the Department of Treasury. Check21 also interfaces with the department’s TR3 system
and Edison (the state’s accounting system) for recordkeeping purposes.
Other Tax Payments
The Financial Control Division processes mailed Adult Performance Business Tax 11
payments, EZ Tag fees (temporary dealership tags), and Motor Carrier payments. The division
manually processes these taxes because they are different than typical payments and do not align
with the Processing Division’s standard handling procedures. Taxpayers mail these payments to
the Financial Control Division’s post office box, and the Financial Control Assistant Director picks
up all the mail. Division staff open the mail and scan and deposit checks using the same general
check-handling procedures as the Processing Division. For these payments, however, Financial
Division staff manually enter payment information into the applicable business account in the TR3
system. The Financial Control Division’s Accountant 2 reconciles the daily deposit log from the
Check21 system and the daily cash log to deposit information recorded in the TR3 system and
Edison.
Results of the Prior Audit
The Department of Revenue’s 2017 performance audit report included an observation that
the department risked noncompliance with state deposit timeliness requirements. At that time, the
department’s regional offices did not have adequate check scanning software and relied on mailing
tax payments to the Processing Division in Nashville, which took approximately 7 to 22 days to
arrive.
Results From the Current Audit
We found that the department’s regional offices used Check21 software to scan and deposit
checks. As previously noted, in March 2020 in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, management
suspended cash and check processing operations at the regional offices and forwarded the regional
offices’ mail to the department’s central office in Nashville. We analyzed the timeliness of all
cash and check payments that the department deposited between July 1, 2019, and May 31, 2021—
a period that spanned both before and after the pandemic.

11

The Adult Performance Business Tax expired July 1, 2021.
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Audit Results
Audit Objective: Did management implement processes sufficient to ensure the department
immediately deposited all payments received, in accordance with statute?
Conclusion:

Based on our review, management implemented processes to ensure that the
department immediately deposited over 98% 12 of all payments it received
during the period July 1, 2019, through May 31, 2021. For the vast majority of
deposits that were not deposited immediately, they were no more than three
days late or coincided with weekends and public holidays.

Methodology to Achieve Objective
To assess management’s design, implementation, and operating effectiveness of internal
control as it relates to our audit objective, we interviewed the Director of Processing, the Assistant
Director of Processing, the Assistant Director of Financial Control, the Financial Control
Accountant 2, and the Internal Auditor 4 to obtain an understanding of relevant internal control.
We conducted walkthroughs of depositing procedures with Processing Division and Financial
Control Division personnel. We reviewed relevant state statute; the Department of Finance and
Administration’s (F&A) Policy 25, “Deposit Practices”; Governor Bill Lee’s Executive Orders 15,
24, 36, 50, and 59; and the department’s Processing Procedure Guide.
We extracted a Daily Payment Summary Report from the TR3 system; the report listed
321,196 cash and check payments, totaling $1,438,161,154, that the department deposited during
the period July 1, 2019, through May 31, 2021. We analyzed the number of days between each
payment’s receipt date and deposit date and calculated the percentage of payments deposited
immediately, in accordance with state statute and F&A Policy 25.

VEHICLE SERVICES DIVISION
General Background
The Department of Revenue’s Vehicle
Services Division provides motor vehicle title and
registration services for passenger and commercial
motor vehicles, motorcycles, ATVs, trailers, and
motor homes. The Director of Vehicle Services
oversees the division to ensure all seven sections
achieve the department’s mission.
Division
leadership consists of two assistant directors, two
managers for the call center and research, a
communications manager, a motor carrier manager,
12

The Division’s Sections
1. County Clerk Support
2. Call Center/Research/NCIC
3. Inventory & Specialized Application
4. TNState
5. Motor Carrier
6. Electronic Insurance Verification System
7. Rebuilt & Salvage Support

The 98% of revenue we considered immediately deposited includes deposits that were delayed due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. These delayed deposits occurred during the period when Governor Lee suspended F&A Policy
25 requirements through executive orders.
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an Electronic Insurance Verification System manager, two managers for exceptions and
operations, and a manager of anti-theft.
Section 55-2-101, Tennessee Code Annotated, assigns administration of the Tennessee
Motor Vehicle Title and Registration Law to the Commissioner of the Department of Revenue and
allows the Commissioner to delegate responsibilities to the county clerks, who conduct title and
registration transactions for motor vehicles and administer the sales of license plates. One of the
division’s primary objectives is to provide support to motorists and county clerks’ offices
throughout the state by providing direct support through call centers and coordinating with all 95
county clerks’ offices to ensure they carry out their responsibilities.
For the purposes of our audit, we focused on vehicle titles and registration transactions,
including inventory controls, and the insurance verification program of the division’s
responsibilities.

VEHICLE TITLE AND REGISTRATION TRANSACTIONS
General Background
The Department of Revenue’s Vehicle Services
Division oversees vehicle titles and registration for the state For fiscal year 2020, motor
and coordinates with the 95 county clerks’ offices to sell vehicle registrations included
vehicle license plates and decals 13 to each county’s residents. more than 7.6 million vehicles,
The division has approximately 90 employees, some of which generated revenue of $328
whom
who
work
in
call
centers
(Call million for the state.
14
Section) to assist customers,
Center/Research/NCIC
Department of Revenue 2019lienholders, and others who may have questions about Source:
2020 Annual Report.
vehicle titles and registration. The County Clerk Support
Section is comprised of a team of four employees who directly support county clerk offices.
Vehicle Title and Registration System
In July 2017, the department implemented a new information system, the Vehicle Title and
Registration System (VTRS). The department contracted with the vendor Business Information
Systems in 2015 to develop and support the new system. Through VTRS, the division can track
all aspects of vehicle registration transactions, including license plate inventory levels, inventory
order status, purchase orders, and individual license plate/decal information, including the date of
issuance and registered vehicle. Business Information Systems also contracts with all 95 counties
for TNClerk, the system that county clerks use to process vehicle title and registration transactions
integrated into VTRS.
13

Decals refers to the stickers provided for taxpayers to place on their plates, such as the annual decal to demonstrate
they have renewed/updated their vehicle registration or a decal to indicate they are a disabled driver.
14 National Crime Information Center – The Vehicle Services Division, by nature of the information they possess,
does sometimes coordinate with and support law enforcement when they seek vehicle title and registration
information.
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Inventory Tracking
The department contracts with the Tennessee Rehabilitative Initiative in Correction
(TRICOR) to manufacture the vehicle license plates that are distributed to and sold by the county
clerks. The department maintains an inventory of manufactured license plates at the TRICOR
facility until county clerks need to replenish their supply. TRICOR fulfills orders the department
places using existing inventory or by manufacturing additional plates when required. The division
uses VTRS to track each individual license plate manufactured and sold. The division receives an
automatic weekly email generated by VTRS that contains an up-to-date inventory totals report
with a snapshot of current license plate inventory levels in each county clerk’s office for each plate
class. The County Clerk Support section staff use this report to confirm a county’s inventory
before approving a new license plate order.
Physical Inventory Count Process
In 2018, the department’s Internal Audit Office 15 began, as part of its audit plan, an effort
to reconcile the inventory figures in VTRS to ensure the continued accuracy of the system by
conducting a physical inventory count at each of the 95 county clerk offices across the state. Prior
to each count internal auditors obtain the following reports:
1. beginning on-hand inventory from VTRS,
2. beginning on-hand inventory from TNClerk, and
3. on-hand inventory from TNClerk on the day of the physical count.
Internal auditors use these reports to verify that the inventory on hand matches what is in the
system. When internal auditors identify discrepancies in the count or other issues, they obtain a
used inventory listing from TNClerk to identify plates the county clerk issued during the count and
discuss remaining discrepancies with the county clerk staff to obtain explanations. Subsequently,
internal audit issues a report to the county clerk, who has two weeks to provide internal auditors a
corrective action plan for any findings reported. Corrective action can include requirements that
a county clerk must conduct and provide inventory counts to the department. While the department
does not have the authority to require the counties to conduct an annual physical inventory,
management explained that they encourage the counties to do so. Internal audit also conducts a
physical inventory count of license plates stored at TRICOR, as part of the department’s fiscal
year-end procedures.
Revenue Reconciliation
All 95 county clerks remit revenue generated from title transfers and the sales of license
plates and decals to the department through a monthly automated clearinghouse (ACH)
transaction. Section 55-6-105(7), Tennessee Code Annotated, requires county clerks to
15

According to the department’s fiscal year 2020 annual report, “The Internal Audit Office conducts operational and
financial audits to ensure compliance with federal, state, and departmental regulations, as well as testing and consulting
services regarding the safeguard of state and federal tax information.”
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Remit and report, not later than the tenth day of each month, 16 to the department all
moneys collected by the clerk on behalf of the department under chapters 1-6 of
this title for the titling and registration of vehicles made during the calendar month
preceding the date of the report.
The department’s Financial Control Division staff are responsible for performing the
monthly revenue reconciliation when all counties finalize each month’s transactions and submit
their funds. Staff follow the division’s written reconciliation procedures for performing monthly
reconciliations. Each month, the division obtains a transmittal report 17 from Business Information
Systems and runs several reports from their SQL Server Report Services. 18 Division staff reconcile
the expected revenue, based on the reports they ran, to the amount of revenue on the transmittal
report from the vendor and the amount of revenue reported by the Department of Treasury. If
Financial Control Division staff note any differences, they run additional reports to investigate the
differences.
Results of the Prior Audit
As noted in prior audits, Vehicle Services Division management was unable to reconcile
motor vehicle registration revenue collections to license plate and decal records. This issue
originated from our 1989 financial audit of the Department of Safety, where we reported the
department was not properly reconciling the distribution of license plates and decals with revenue
received from the county clerks. In July 2006, an executive order transferred the responsibility for
all Tennessee vehicle registrations from the Department of Safety to the Department of Revenue.
Again, in the Department of Revenue’s November 2017 performance audit report, we reported
management’s inability to reconcile license plate and decal transactions with revenue received.
Specifically, vehicle services management did not have the ability to reconcile motor vehicle
registration revenue collections to license plate and decal issuance records, nor could they track
the number of license plates that county clerks’ offices sold or voided, or the total dollar amount
of plates/decals sold. Management concurred with the finding and stated that they implemented a
new information system in July 2017, which gave them the ability to reconcile revenue collections
to license plate and decal inventory.
In management’s six-month follow-up report, management stated they were reconciling
funds received to expected revenues based on license plate and decal transactions, and that VTRS
worked as expected. Management also stated they worked with the vendor to create reports and
procedures to account for inventory, and internal audit would include county clerk audits, initially
focusing on license plate inventory counts, in their 2018-2019 audit plan.

16

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, many county clerks asked the department for extensions to this deadline. The
department granted these extensions, and the counties remitted funds by the end of each month.
17 The transmittal report shows the amount of funds BIS pulled from county clerk accounts and transmitted to the
Department of Treasury.
18 SQL (Structured Query Language) Server Report Services is a reporting software that allows users to create
formatted reports from data tables.
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Results From the Current Audit
The Department of Revenue resolved a
32-year-old audit finding originating
from our 1989 financial audit of the
Department of Safety. Our current
audit found that management
developed procedures to reconcile
revenue from license plate and decal
transactions and implemented controls
over license plate inventory.

We determined that Financial Control Division
staff developed written procedures for how staff should
perform monthly reconciliations and verified that they
performed monthly reconciliations of revenues expected
to actual funds received. Additionally, we verified
department management implemented internal controls
over license plate inventory. Business Information
Systems has developed an inventory dashboard for
management to test for use in the future as an additional
inventory monitoring tool.

In January 2021, internal audit had completed inventory reconciliations in 23 counties,
which represents approximately 55% of the entire license plate inventory. Because of the COVID19 pandemic inventory counts ceased; however, internal audit plans to resume counts in October
2021 and strongly encourages county clerks to conduct their own inventory counts. After
completing the physical inventory counts for the remaining counties, internal audit plans to
conduct annual sample counts.
Audit Results
Audit Objective: In response to the prior audit finding, did the Vehicle Services Division
implement a system to track the inventory of license plates distributed to the
county clerks and inventory maintained at other locations? Also, did Financial
Control Division staff reconcile the distribution of vehicle license plates and
decals sold to the revenue received from the county clerks?
Conclusion:

Based on our review of VTRS, the system has the ability to track the
department’s license plates inventory at all locations, and management
established processes to verify inventory levels. Additionally, management
ensured that division staff performed monthly reconciliations of vehicle license
plates and decal sales to the revenue reported and funds deposited.

Methodology to Achieve Objective
To address our audit objective, including gaining an understanding of the department’s
processes implemented as a result of the prior audit finding and assessing management’s design
and implementation of internal controls significant to our audit objective, we interviewed the
Assistant Commissioner, the Director and Assistant Directors of Vehicle Services, the Chief
Financial Officer, both Financial Control Assistant Directors, the Chief Compliance Officer, a
Procurement Officer in the Financial Control Division, the Internal Audit & Consulting Services
Director, and internal auditors. We also reviewed Tennessee Code Annotated. Additionally, we
reviewed the financial reconciliation SQL Server Report Services process manual and conducted
walkthroughs of the reconciliation process. For the tracking of inventory of license plates, we
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conducted walkthroughs of the process of physical counts with internal auditors and the purchase
order process in both Edison, the state accounting system, and VTRS.
To assess the operating effectiveness of internal controls and compliance with written
policies and procedures, we obtained and reviewed the department’s monthly reconciliations for
the period January 2020 through March 2021, including ACH transmittal letters, Department of
Treasury cash letters, title ACH balance reports, registration ACH balance reports, placard and
permit ACH balance reports, corresponding exception reports for each balance report, gift voucher
reports, and motor vehicle services ACH reports. For the same period, January 2020 through
March 2021, we recalculated report totals and compared them to the ACH transmittals and
Department of Treasury cash letters to determine Financial Control staff obtained the information
required to perform the reconciliations based on their established procedures.

INSURANCE VERIFICATION PROGRAM
General Background
In the Department of Revenue’s Vehicle Services Division, a team of ten employees (the
Electronic Insurance Verification System section) and a supervisor oversee the insurance
verification program.
The General Assembly passed the James Lee
Atwood, Jr. Law during the 2015 legislative session
For 2019, Tennessee had the second
to help reduce the overall number of uninsured
highest percentage of uninsured
motorists on Tennessee Roadways (Section 55-12motorists when compared to other
201, Tennessee Code Annotated). Part of this law
states—23.7%. New Jersey had the
required the Department of Revenue to implement an
lowest percentage of uninsured
insurance verification program by January 1, 2017.
motorists at 3.1%.
Additionally, the statute designates timelines for
Source: Insurance Research Council.
compliance
and
financial
penalties
for
noncompliance. Section 55-12-209(g), Tennessee
Code Annotated, required the Department of Revenue and the Department of Safety and Homeland
Security to issue a report to the General Assembly by January 1, 2019, and by January 1 of each
subsequent year that includes the effectiveness of the program in reducing the number of uninsured
motor vehicles.
The original public chapter required the department to notify uninsured motorists identified
by the program that they have 30 days to provide proof of insurance to the department or incur a
fee for failing to maintain coverage. In 2017, the General Assembly amended Section 55-12210(a), Tennessee Code Annotated, which allows the department to provide notices to a random
sample of uninsured motorists if notification to the entire population is determined by the
department to be “administratively prohibitive.”
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Electronic Insurance Verification System
After consulting with another state and attending multiple insurance industry conferences,
the department decided to amend an existing contract with the vendor Business Information
Systems, who had developed VTRS, to create the Electronic Insurance Verification System.
Under the program, all insurance carriers registered to write personal automobile liability policies
in Tennessee must register with the department and provide required policy information. The
system checks the policies provided by the insurance companies against all currently registered
vehicle identification numbers in Tennessee. The system verifies insurance coverage monthly,
and Business Information Systems also provides a monthly summary report to the department that
shows total uninsured motorists, total insured motorists, and total motorists. When the system
cannot confirm insurance coverage for a vehicle, the vehicle is placed into a pool of uninsured
vehicles from which the department selects a random sample. Each week, the department sends a
notice by postal mail to the sample of selected vehicle owners’ addresses, directing them to a
website where they can provide proof of the minimum liability insurance coverage as required by
statute or other means of financial responsibility. 19 If an owner does not respond to the initial
notice, subsequent notices will follow.
The Electronic Insurance Verification System Section began with a staff of five in 2017
and increased to ten by 2021, with the addition of a supervisor and a manager. When the system
went live in January 2017, it identified over 1.5 million motorists without confirmed liability
insurance. Initially, the division sent notifications to a random sample of 500 individuals per week;
over time, it has increased to the current level of 4,500 notifications per week as the number of
division staff and experience have increased. The division may send up to four letters to an
unresponsive uninsured motorist before assessing fines and suspending the vehicle registration.
Audit Results
Audit Objective:

Did the department develop and implement an electronic insurance
verification program and report on the effectiveness of the program in
reducing the number of uninsured motor vehicles, as directed in statute?

Conclusion:

Based on our review of the Electronic Insurance Verification System,
management implemented a way to ensure the system verifies motor vehicle
insurance information and notifies uninsured motorists. The department
initially reported a percentage of uninsured motorists of 27% in January
2017. We found the rate has decreased to 18% in May 2021 based on the
monthly report generated by Business Information Systems.
At the time of our audit, the division sent 4,500 notification letters per week
to uninsured motorists, and based on discussion with Vehicle Services
Division management, the division intends to increase the number of
notifications in the future.

19 Statute requires operators of motor vehicles to carry proof of financial responsibility, with exemptions for common

carriers or vehicles owned by a government entity, and to produce the proof upon request of an officer. Financial
responsibility can be insurance, a bond or cash deposit, or self-insurance.
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Methodology to Achieve Objective
To address our audit objective, including gaining an understanding of requirements and
processes of the Electronic Insurance Verification System, we interviewed the Vehicle Services’
Director and Assistant Director. We reviewed statute that required the implementation of the
system. We also reviewed legislative committee meeting minutes and watched the hearing of the
House Insurance and Banking committee to gain an understanding of the law and the legislative
intent. We obtained and reviewed the most recent annual report, dated November 2020, to comply
with statutory requirements to submit an annual report to the General Assembly by January 1 of
each year. We obtained and analyzed the monthly BIS reports for the uninsured motorist rates
from January 2017 to May 2021. We conducted a walkthrough of the notification process and
obtained examples of the four types of notifications the department could send to an uninsured
motorist. Additionally, we obtained statistics on the percentage of uninsured motorists from all 50
states from the report “Estimated Percentage of Uninsured Motorists By State, 2019” 20 published
by the Insurance Information Institute.

TENNESSEE’S BUSINESS TAX CREDITS
The State of Tennessee offers a variety of tax credits to encourage businesses (taxpayers) to
•

relocate to the state or expand existing operations;

•

invest in rural and economically disadvantaged regions;

•

create quality jobs for Tennesseans;

•

revitalize brownfield (environmentally contaminated) land; and

•

contribute to special funds supporting the state’s rural and small businesses.

In general, taxpayers use tax credits to reduce their franchise and excise taxes 21 the state
imposes for the privilege of doing business in Tennessee. The state imposes
•

franchise taxes of 0.25% on the greater of the taxpayer’s net worth or the book value
of real or tangible personal property the taxpayer owns or uses in Tennessee; and

•

excise taxes of 6.5% on the taxpayer’s net earnings or income for the fiscal year.

Taxpayers subject to franchise and excise taxes include corporations, limited partnerships, limited
liability companies, cooperatives, state-chartered or national banks, and business trusts registered

20

Obtained from https://www.iii.org/table-archive/20641.
An exception is the Headquarters Tax Credit, which provides qualifying businesses with a credit of sales and use
taxes. See the Headquarters Tax Credit section for more information.

21
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in Tennessee or doing business in Tennessee.
Sole proprietorships, general partnerships, and
not-for-profit entities generally do not have to
pay franchise and excise taxes and therefore do
not qualify for tax credits.

Tennessee’s Business Tax Credits
Brownfield Property Tax Credit
Community Investment Tax Credit
Gross Premiums Tax Credit
Headquarters Tax Credit
Income Tax Credit
Industrial Machinery Tax Credit
Job Tax Credits
Rural Opportunity Fund Tax Credit
Small Business Opportunity Fund Tax Credit

Each
tax
credit
has
certain
requirements, outlined in state law, that a
taxpayer must meet to receive the credit. As
the state’s taxing authority, the Audit Division
within the Department of Revenue is
responsible for administering tax credits and
ensuring that taxpayers claiming a credit
satisfy the requirements in statute. For the
purposes of our audit, we focused on the Audit
Division’s administration of the investment phase of the Headquarters Tax Credit and tax credit
claims for six types of Job Tax Credits.

HEADQUARTERS TAX CREDIT
General Background
The
state
offers
the
Headquarters Tax Credit to encourage
Noteworthy Items:
companies to relocate or expand their
regional, national, or international
 Seven claims were approved totaling $1,379,520 during
corporate headquarters in Tennessee.
the period January 1, 2019, through March 23, 2021.
First enacted into law in 1997 and
 Five companies met the 10-year requirement to secure
originally set to expire at the end of
the credit during the period January 1, 2019, through
2002, the amended credit law
April 13, 2021.
continues to be used by the
Source: Headquarters Tax Credit data extracted from TR3.
Department of Economic and
Community Development as part of its
incentive
packages
to
recruit
companies and encourage investment in the state. Section 67-6-224, Tennessee Code Annotated,
states a taxpayer must meet the following criteria to qualify for the Headquarters Tax Credit:
1. make a capital investment of at least $10,000,000 in a qualified headquarters facility
over a maximum investment period of six years;
2. create a minimum of 100 new full-time headquarters staff employee jobs that offer
healthcare and pay at least 150% of the state’s average occupational wage; and
3. use the headquarters facility for at least 10 years from the end of the investment period.
Unlike other tax credits which offset franchise and excise taxes, the Headquarters Tax
Credit applies to sales and use taxes the state imposes on goods and certain services purchased in
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Tennessee and on products brought or shipped into Tennessee. The Headquarters Tax Credit
provides a credit of 6.5% of the 7% state sales and use tax the taxpayer paid on the purchase of
qualified tangible personal property for the headquarters facility such as building materials,
machinery, equipment, furniture, and fixtures directly related to the taxpayer’s creation of new
full-time headquarters jobs.

Application Phase
Approximately 1-5 weeks
Application
Business plan
Tentative approval

Figure 6
Headquarters Tax Credit Workflow
Investment Phase
Approximately 6 years

Taxpayer submits claim
Audit reviews claim
Department of Revenue
approves tax credit

Post Investment Phase
10 years
$10 million investment
100 jobs created
10-year occupancy

Source: Auditor created based on review of the Headquarters Facility Tax Credit Manual.

Tax Credit Claims Review and Approval Process
To qualify for the Headquarters Tax Credit, taxpayers must submit to the Department of
Revenue an application and business plan outlining the proposed capital investment and jobs to be
created. A Tax Auditor, a Tax Audit Supervisor, the Director of Taxpayer Services, and the
Assistant Commissioner must all review and approve the application before the department issues
the taxpayer a tentative approval letter advising how to claim the credit.
To claim the credit, the taxpayer submits a schedule of qualified tangible personal property
expenses with supporting invoices to the department’s Audit Division. To review all credits
claimed and supporting documentation, tax auditors use the guidance in the division’s
Headquarters Facility Tax Credit Manual to determine if the submitted invoices meet the
definition of qualified tangible personal property, in accordance with Section 67-6-224, Tennessee
Code Annotated. Tax auditors document their invoice review in an Audit Summary Report, a
narrative detailing the description of the claim schedule and an explanation of why the claim was
allowable.
A Tax Audit Supervisor documents their review on the taxpayer-submitted schedule and
forwards the claim to the Audit Review Unit for additional approvals. An audit manager and the
Audit Assistant Commissioner also review the Audit Summary Report before issuing final
approval. The final approval begins an automated process in the department’s Tennessee
Registration, Revenue, and Reporting (TR3) information system to allow the taxpayer to claim the
credit on future sales and use tax returns.
Results of the Prior Audit
In the Department of Revenue’s November 2017 performance audit report, we reported the
department could not provide evidence to support approved tax credits and, in some cases,
approved tax credits for purchases that did not meet the definition of qualified tangible personal
property. Management concurred with the finding stating staff did not always retain invoices after
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all reviews were completed and agreed that department personnel granted approximately $600 of
credit for expenses that did not meet the definition of qualified tangible personal property.
In management’s six-month follow-up report, management stated that they implemented
policies and procedures to ensure its practice of supervisory and secondary review is sufficiently
documented. Management stated that they created division-wide guidelines and a Headquarters
Facility Tax Credit Manual to ensure tax auditors only approved qualified tax credits. In addition,
the department updated the audit review unit to include additional reviewers.
Results From the Current Audit
We verified that Audit Division management created the Headquarters Facility Tax Credit
Manual and added additional reviewers to the Audit Review Unit.
Audit Results
Audit Objective:

In response to the prior audit finding, did Audit Division management
develop policies and procedures to retain qualifying invoices and document
the supervisory review of a Headquarters Tax Credit claim to ensure
approvals are for purchases that meet the statutory criteria?

Conclusion:

Based on our review, management developed policies and procedures to
retain qualifying invoices and document the supervisory review of credit
claims. Additionally, our testwork disclosed that management documented
supervisory reviews and ensured approved purchases met the statutory
definition of qualified tangible personal property.

Methodology to Achieve Objective
To address our audit objective, including gaining an understanding of the division’s
processes implemented as a result of the prior audit finding and obtaining an understanding and
assessing management’s design and implementation of internal control significant to our audit
objective, we interviewed the Audit Director, a Tax Auditor, and Tax Audit Supervisor to obtain
an understanding of relevant internal control. We performed a walkthrough of the headquarters
tax credit approval and audit processes. We obtained and reviewed headquarters tax credit policies
and procedures. We obtained a listing from the TR3 system for the one headquarters tax
application the department approved during the period January 1, 2019, through April 13, 2021.
We also obtained a listing from TR3 of all 5 taxpayers who met the 10-year occupancy requirement
to secure the credit during the period of January 1, 2019, through April 13, 2021.
We obtained the population of seven Headquarters Tax Credit claims the department
approved during the period January 1, 2019, to April 13, 2021. To assess the operating
effectiveness of the internal controls, we tested the review and approval for all 7 claims by
reviewing the TR3 system for the supervisory approval and Audit Summary Report
documentation. We also performed our own review of invoices supporting the claims to ensure
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the taxpayers’ purchases complied with the definition of qualified tangible personal property in
accordance with Section 67-6-224, Tennessee Code Annotated.

JOB TAX CREDITS
General Background
The State of Tennessee offers six different job tax credits to taxpayers that invest in
Tennessee and create jobs from that investment. Taxpayers may use job tax credits to reduce their
franchise and excise taxes. Each type of job tax credit has different requirements the taxpayer
must satisfy to earn the credit.
Standard Job Tax Credit
The standard job tax credit provides a credit of $4,500 per job for taxpayers that make a
required capital investment of $500,000 and create at least 10 full-time, permanent jobs in an
enhancement county. 22 Qualifying taxpayers may claim the credit annually for three or five years,
depending on where the new jobs are located.
Additional Job Tax Credits
Taxpayers that meet the standard job tax credit requirements may earn one of three
additional job tax credits:
•

Tier 2, 3, and 4 Enhancement Counties – For creating jobs in a Tier 2, 3, or 4
enhancement county, taxpayers may claim an additional credit of $4,500 per job
annually for three years for jobs created in Tier 2 counties and for five years for jobs
created in Tier 3 or 4 counties.

•

Higher Level of Investment – Taxpayers who invest $10 million and create at least
100 jobs may claim an additional credit of $5,000 per job annually for 3, 6, 12, or 20
years, depending on the investment amount.

•

Adventure Tourism Zone – By creating jobs in areas designated adventure tourism
zones as defined in Section 11-11-204, Tennessee Code Annotated, taxpayers may
claim an additional credit of $4,500 annually for three years for jobs created in Tier 1
and 2 counties and for five years for jobs created in Tier 3 and 4 counties. To qualify,
the majority of job duties must involve outdoor recreation such as rock climbing,
shooting sports, and mountain biking.

22

An enhancement county is one which, in any month during the past 24 months, has reported more dislocated (laidoff) workers and/or lower per capita income than the statewide average. During our audit period, all 95 Tennessee
counties were enhancement counties. The Department of Economic and Community Development classifies
enhancement counties as Tier 1 (least distressed), 2, 3, or 4 (most distressed), based on indicators such as
unemployment rates and poverty levels.
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Hiring Persons with Disabilities Job Tax Credit
A credit of $5,000 per full-time and $2,000 per part-time job is available to taxpayers who
create jobs for people receiving state services for their disabilities. The taxpayer is not required to
create a minimum number of jobs or make a financial investment, but the person with disabilities
must enroll in the taxpayer’s health insurance benefits plan.
Community Resurgence Job Tax Credit
In high-poverty areas of the state, taxpayers who create at least 10 full-time qualified jobs
may claim a credit of $2,500 for each job created.
See Appendix 5 on page 49 for a detailed comparison of the six job tax credits.
For the period January 1, 2019, through April 5, 2021, 465 taxpayers claimed job tax credits
totaling $199.7 million. See Table 7 for a breakdown of job tax credits claimed and new jobs
reported by calendar year.
Table 7
Job Tax Credits Claimed and New Jobs Reported, 2019-2021
Calendar Year
Number of franchise and excise returns filed
claiming one or more job tax credits
Total dollar amount of job tax credits claimed by
type (in millions)
New Tennessee jobs created and filled

2019

2020

2021*

Total

444

412

49

905

$98.1

$89.2

$12.4

$199.7

24,936

27,426

4,876

57,238

* Through April 5, 2021 (the date we received the data).
Source: Compiled by auditor using job tax credit data extracted from the Department of Revenue’s TR3 system for
the period January 1, 2019, through April 5, 2021.

Tax Credit Claims Review and Approval Process
To qualify for a job tax credit, interested businesses complete a Job Tax Credit Business
Plan including a description of the investment to be made, the number of jobs the investment will
create and the expected dates the jobs will be filled. The department’s Audit Review Unit
examines the plan to verify it meets minimum job tax credits and issues a tentative approval letter
to the taxpayer. The business may claim the job tax credit on its annual franchise and excise tax
return after satisfying the required capital investment and job creation requirements.
When a taxpayer files a franchise and excise return claiming a job tax credit that results in
a refund, the department’s Audit Division conducts an initial review of the return for
reasonableness and to determine if a more thorough examination is warranted. Following the
initial review, the Audit Division either disallows the claim, routes the claim to the next level of
approval, or proceeds with either an office audit or a field audit.
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Tax auditors use the Audit Division’s Franchise and Excise Tax Manual as guidance to
ensure only qualified tax credits are approved. During an office or a field audit, a tax auditor
reviews the business plan, tentative approval letter, capital investment records and supporting
documentation, and a list of all the positions tied to the capital investment from the business’s
human resources department. The tax auditor verifies when the taxpayer created each position,
where the positions are located, and whether the taxpayer provided healthcare. After reviewing
the taxpayer’s documentation, auditors document their review in the department’s TR3 system and
prepare an Audit Summary Report. A supervisor reviews each auditor’s work for any audit issues,
accuracy of calculations, and presence of required audit documentation. Field audits require a
secondary supervisory review. Following supervisory review, the tax auditor provides the
taxpayer with an “audit package” describing any findings or job tax credit disallowances and a
notice of proposed assessment detailing the approved tax credit.
Results of the Prior Audit
In the Department of Revenue’s November 2017 performance audit report, we noted
department personnel did not adequately document job tax credit audits and did not maintain
documentation to support that the companies met statutory criteria and health care requirements to
claim a job tax credit. Management concurred with the finding stating they substantially improved
the documentation and organization of working papers and documented supervisory reviews.
Furthermore, in their six-month follow-up report, management stated they completed their
plan to ensure tax auditors retain or create necessary supporting documentation by updating the
Audit Summary Report, the job tax schedules, and the job tax section in the Franchise and Excise
Tax Manual. Additionally, the department updated its website and conducted training for all office
and field tax auditors on the new division updates. The department held training webinars on
February 28, 2018; March 6, 2018; and March 13, 2018. Management completes training for new
staff within the first month of hire and provides auditors with tax-specific training within six
months of the work assignment.
Results From the Current Audit
We verified the department updated the Audit Summary Report, job tax schedules and the
job tax section in the Franchise and Excise Tax Manual; and created an annual training plan for
its tax auditors.
Audit Results
Audit Objective:

In response to the prior audit finding, did management ensure that staff
retained supporting documentation necessary to support approval of the job
tax credits on all audits performed, and that tax auditors followed policies
and procedures as outlined in the Franchise and Excise Tax Manual?

Conclusion:

Based on our review, management updated the Franchise and Excise Tax
Manual with new procedures to ensure auditors retained supporting
documentation necessary to support the approval of the job tax credit.
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Additionally, our testwork disclosed that tax auditors followed the policies
and procedures.
Methodology to Achieve Objective
To address our audit objective, including gaining an understanding of the division’s
processes implemented as a result of the prior audit finding and obtaining an understanding and
assessing management’s design and implementation of internal controls significant to our
objective, we interviewed the Audit Director, Tax Auditor, Office Audit and Field Audit Tax
Supervisors, and performed a walkthrough of the job tax credit approval and audit processes. We
obtained and reviewed job tax credit policies and procedures. We obtained a population of 158
office and field audits approved after January 1, 2019, through April 5, 2021, from TR3. To assess
the operating effectiveness of the internal controls, we reviewed the approvals for posted audits
and the required tax audit documentation, and we ensured the approved tax credits met the
requirements in statute.

PUBLIC RECORDS MANAGEMENT
General Background
The Department of Revenue and other state agencies are responsible for creating and
maintaining public records to document the government’s business transactions and provide
accountability to citizens. The state’s Public Records Commission, in conjunction with the
Department of State’s Records Management Division, has the statutory authority to direct the
proper management, preservation, and destruction of public records.
State agencies must maintain public records
according
to
established
records
disposition Public records include all documents,
authorizations (RDAs). Statewide RDAs are general papers, letters, maps, books,
retention schedules that apply to state agencies’ records, photographs, microfilms, electronic
such as personnel, fiscal, and administrative records. If a data files, films, and sound recordings
record is not covered by a statewide RDA, the Department made or received in connection with
of Revenue’s records officer must create an agency- official government business.
specific RDA for that record series and submit it to the
Public Records Commission for approval.
When
destroying a public record, the records officer must submit a Certificate of Records Destruction to
the Records Management Division. In March 2013, the Public Records Commission asked all
state agencies to review their public records inventory, create new RDAs, and retire or amend
existing RDAs to reflect public records currently in use.
Department of Revenue’s Record Management Process
The following staff members oversee the Department of Revenue’s record management
process:
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•

a records officer 23 to oversee the department’s records, collaborate with the Department
of State’s Records Management Division, and represent the department at the Public
Records Commission’s biannual meetings; and

•

a records liaison for each division, responsible for monitoring the records held within
their division and ensuring compliance with applicable RDAs.

The records officer and divisional records liaisons meet annually in February to review and discuss
the Department of Revenue’s RDAs, records management procedures, and updates from the Public
Records Commission.
To dispose of public records, divisional records liaisons in the Department of Revenue
must submit a Certificate of Records Destruction to the records officer and the Department of
State’s Records Management Division. Each records liaison submits an annual report to the
records officer in July, documenting the types and quantities of records their division stored,
destroyed, and archived during the fiscal year. The records officer compiles the divisional reports
into the Department of Revenue’s annual Records Holding Report and submits this report to the
Department of State’s Records Management Division.
Results of the Prior Audit
In the Department of Revenue’s 2017 performance audit report, we found that management
did not address the Public Records Commission’s 2013 directive to create, amend, and retire RDAs
to reflect the department’s existing public records. Specifically, department management had not
reviewed and updated approximately half of their RDAs and did not create RDAs to govern newly
created public records.
In management’s six-month follow-up report, management responded that they would
review and amend or retire departmental RDAs as necessary, replace their existing records officer
with a management-level employee, and schedule records retention training for employees.
Management also stated they would consult with the Department of State’s Records Management
Division to create a new RDA for the Audit Division records.
Results From the Current Audit
We verified that the Department of State’s Records Management Division conducted a
training class for 245 Department of Revenue employees in November 2017. Management in the
Department of Revenue compiled records management resources for personnel unable to attend
and for new employees hired after the training class. In August 2018, management selected an
employee to serve as the Department of Revenue’s records officer. The new records officer
collaborated with the Department of State’s Records Management Division to finish creating,
amending, and retiring RDAs to reflect public records currently in use. Furthermore, the
Department of Revenue established annual leadership meetings between the records officer and
divisional records liaisons to periodically review RDAs, examine the department’s records
management practices and procedures, and identify matters to discuss with the Public Records
23

The records officer is also the Assistant Director of Processing.
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Commission. Department of Revenue management also created a guide, updated annually, to
catalog the department’s RDAs and provide staff best practices for managing public records.
Audit Results
Audit Objective: In response to the prior audit finding, did department management create,
update, and retire RDAs governing the department’s existing public records?
Additionally, did management establish a review and disposal process for the
department’s public records in accordance with the RDAs?
Conclusion:

Department of Revenue management worked with the Department of State’s
Records Management Division to create, update, and retire RDAs governing
the department’s existing public records. Department of Revenue management
also established an annual review and disposal process for the department’s
public records in accordance with the RDAs.

Methodology to Achieve Objective
To address our audit objective, including gaining an understanding of management’s
response to the prior RDA audit finding, and obtaining an understanding and assessing
management’s design and implementation of internal control significant to our audit objective, we
interviewed the Assistant Director of Processing (who also serves as the department’s records
officer). We reviewed statute pertaining to public records and the Secretary of State’s Records
Management Best Practices and Procedures. We also reviewed the department’s Revenue and
Common Statewide RDAs Best Practices guides for 2019 and 2020; internal RDA meeting
materials; and holding reports for the years 2018 through 2020 documenting updates to the
department’s public records. We obtained a listing of the Department of Revenue’s 20 agencyspecific RDAs as of February 24, 2021 and verified that the department had created or updated
each RDA since March 2013 (the date the Public Records Commission directed state agencies to
review their RDA inventory).

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
General Background
The Department of Revenue uses information systems to support its mission critical
business functions of administering state taxes and overseeing motor vehicle registrations. The
department relies on two key systems to support these functions:
1. Tennessee Revenue, Registration, and Reporting System (TR3), and
2. Vehicle Title and Registration System (VTRS)
The department contracted vendors to develop the TR3 and VTRS systems and provide ongoing
system upgrades. The department hosts the systems’ application servers with Strategic
Technology Solutions (STS), the state’s centralized computer service bureau. STS also manages
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the department’s network access and email and administers Edison, the state’s enterprise resource
planning system.
For the purposes of our audit, we focused on information systems controls 24 specific to
TR3 and VTRS. We followed up on a prior finding relating to a specific area of information
systems controls and audited three new areas relating to information systems controls.
Results from the Prior Audit
In the department’s November 2017 performance audit report, we found that the
department did not follow state information system policies and industry best practices regarding
information systems controls in one area. Management concurred with the finding and indicated
that they would address the issue through policy and procedure changes, additional procedures,
and new applications. The details of the prior finding and management’s response are confidential
pursuant to Section 10-7-504(i), Tennessee Code Annotated.
Audit Results
1. Audit Objective: In response to the prior audit finding, did management follow state
information systems security policies and industry best practices regarding
information systems controls?
Conclusion:

Based on our review, we found that management implemented new policies
and procedures to follow state information systems security policies and
industry best practices regarding information systems controls.

2. Audit Objective: Did management design and implement policies and procedures to comply
with state information systems security policies and industry best practices
for three areas?
Conclusion:

We determined management designed and implemented information
systems policies and procedures to comply with state information systems
security policies and industry best practices.

Methodology to Achieve Objectives
To address our audit objectives, we interviewed management to gain an understanding of
the department’s processes implemented as a result of the prior audit finding, to obtain an
understanding of internal control significant to our audit objectives, and to assess management’s
design and implementation of internal control. To assess the implementation and operating
effectiveness of internal control, we performed walkthroughs, reviewed relevant policies and
procedures, and performed testwork of management’s control activities.

24 Information systems controls broadly describe measures to ensure the security, accuracy, and reliability of computer

applications and their data.
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CARES ACT FUNDING
Shortly after the Department of Revenue transitioned to remote operations in March 2020
(see Appendix 2), the federal government enacted the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security (CARES) Act to address the economic effects of the pandemic. The CARES Act created
the Coronavirus Relief Fund and appropriated $150 billion to the fund for distribution to state,
tribal, and local governments to cover expenditures incurred due to COVID-19. The CARES Act
included a formula for allocating direct payments to states from the Coronavirus Relief Fund based
on each state’s proportional share of the United States population.
The State of Tennessee’s allocation from the Coronavirus Relief Fund totaled $2.36 billion.
On April 16, 2020, Governor Bill Lee formed the Financial Stimulus Accountability Group 25 to
identify spending priorities and advise on the distribution of the federal relief funds. The Financial
Stimulus Accountability Group worked with the Department of Revenue and the Department of
Finance and Administration to design two programs to help offset the financial impact of the
pandemic on small businesses: the Tennessee Business Relief Program and the Supplemental
Employer Recovery Grant Program. Since the Department of Finance and Administration
contracted with a private company to process applications for the Supplemental Employer
Recovery Grant Program, we focused our audit work on the Tennessee Business Relief Program.

TENNESSEE BUSINESS RELIEF PROGRAM
On June 2, 2020, the Financial Stimulus Accountability Group announced the Tennessee
Business Relief Program with an initial fund of $200 million to provide relief payments of $2,500
to $30,000 to small businesses and nonprofits that had to temporarily close or suffered a substantial
reduction in taxable sales due to the pandemic. On August 13, 2020, Governor Lee announced the
expansion of the businesses eligible for the relief funds with an additional $83.5 million to the
Tennessee Business Relief Program. Table 8 shows the relief payment amounts available to
eligible businesses based on their 2019 gross annual sales.
Table 8
Tennessee Business Relief Program Payment Amounts
Gross Annual Sales
Relief Payment
for 2019
Amount
$1 to $100,000
$2,500
$100,000 to $500,000
$5,000
$500,001 to $1,000,000
$10,000
$1,000,001 to $5,000,000
$20,000
$5,000,001 to $10,000,000
$30,000

Source: Department of Revenue’s procedure documents for the Tennessee Business Relief Program.

25

Financial Stimulus Accountability Group members included Governor Bill Lee, Lt. Governor Randy McNally,
Speaker Cameron Sexton, Comptroller Justin Wilson, Senators Ramesh Akbari and Bo Watson, Representatives
Harold Love and Pat Marsh, and Department of Finance and Administration Commissioner Butch Eley.
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To qualify, businesses had to meet eligibility criteria (see Figure 7) and certify their
eligibility with the department by September 25, 2020. From June 2020 through October 2020 the
department distributed a total of $200,752,500 in relief payments to 27,974 eligible small
businesses, with an average payment of approximately $7,200. The remaining balance of
$82,247,500, was transferred to the Supplemental Employment Recovery Grant Program.
Figure 7
Tennessee Business Relief Program Eligibility Criteria

Source: Auditor created based on Department of Revenue’s procedure documents for the Tennessee Business Relief
Program.

Department’s Eligibility Determination Process
The Department of Revenue’s Audit Division administered the Tennessee Business Relief
program. Instead of requiring businesses to complete an application, the department used its TR3
information system to identify a pool of approximately 40,000 potentially eligible businesses. The
department notified these businesses of their potential eligibility and instructed the businesses to
certify electronically or on paper, by September 25, 2020, that they met all requisite eligibility
criteria.
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To certify electronically, potentially eligible businesses answered a series of questions via
TNTAP 26 to confirm their eligibility for the program. The department established an automated
crossmatch process to compare a business’s certification responses in TNTAP to corresponding
information in the TR3 system. If the information matched, TR3 automatically approved the
certification. If the business entered information that did not match TR3, the system automatically
assigned the certification to an Audit Manager, who delegated these certifications to Audit
Division staff to review and manually approve or deny.
While the Audit Division investigated work items with electronic certifications, the
department’s Fiscal Division reviewed all paper certifications. Fiscal Division staff manually
compared information on the paper certifications with corresponding information in TR3. Staff
then keyed information from the paper certification form into TNTAP for the system to confirm
eligibility. If a business provided information that did not match with TR3, Fiscal Division staff
manually created a work item within TR3 for Audit Division staff to investigate the discrepancy.
Upon approval of a certification, the TR3 system prepared a payment for the taxpayer. The
Assistant Director of Fiscal Services reviewed these payments in weekly batches. As part of the
Assistant Director’s review, she generated the duplicate address and bank account report in TR3
and compared payments to this report to identify any fraudulent businesses. The Chief Financial
Officer approved the business relief payments.
Audit Results
Audit Objective:

Did department management design and implement adequate procedures to
administer CARES Act funds?

Conclusion:

Management designed and implemented procedures to administer relief
payments to small businesses from the state’s CARES Act funds. As part
of the Single Audit 27 for fiscal year 2021, we plan to test the operating
effectiveness of internal controls and compliance with state and federal
regulations.

Methodology to Achieve Objective
To address our audit objective, including gaining an understanding of the Tennessee
Business Relief Program and obtaining an understanding and assessing management’s design and
implementation of internal control significant to our audit objective, we interviewed the Chief
Financial Officer and the Assistant Director of the Audit Division and performed a walkthrough
of the certification review and payment approval processes to obtain an understanding of relevant
internal control. We reviewed the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act;
Financial Stimulus Accountability Group presentations and reports; and the department’s
Tennessee Business Relief Program planning and procedure documents. We also reviewed the
26

TNTAP is Tennessee Taxpayer Access Point, the department’s information system for taxpayers to electronically
file tax returns.
27 As part of the annual Single Audit of the State of Tennessee, the Comptroller of the Treasury’s Division of State
Audit performs a risk assessment and audits certain federal programs administered by state agencies in accordance
with Title 2, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 200, Part 500, et seq.
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Structured Query Language the department deployed to identify potentially eligible businesses
within the TR3 system; examples of manual certification reviews; program funding reports; and
funding reconciliations.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1

Internal Control Significant to the Audit Objectives
The U.S. Government Accountability Office’s Standards for Internal Control in the
Federal Government (Green Book) sets internal control standards for federal entities and serves
as best practice for non-federal government entities, including state and local government
agencies. As stated in the Green Book overview, 28
Internal control is a process used by management to help an entity achieve its
objectives . . . Internal control helps an entity run its operations effectively and
efficiently; report reliable information about its operations; and comply with
applicable laws and regulations.
The Green Book’s standards are organized into five components of internal control: control
environment, risk assessment, control activities, information and communication, and monitoring.
In an effective system of internal control, these five components work together to help an entity
achieve its objectives. Each of the five components of internal control contains principles, which
are the requirements an entity should follow to establish an effective system of internal control.
We illustrate the five components and their underlying principles below:
Control Environment

Control Activities

Principle 1

Demonstrate Commitment to Integrity
and Ethical Values

Principle 10

Design Control Activities

Principle 2

Exercise Oversight Responsibility

Principle 11

Design Activities for the Information
System

Principle 12

Implement Control Activities

Principle 3
Principle 4
Principle 5
Principle 6
Principle 7
Principle 8
Principle 9

Establish Structure, Responsibility, and
Authority
Demonstrate Commitment to Competence
Enforce Accountability

Information and Communication

Principle 13
Principle 14
Principle 15

Risk Assessment

Define Objectives and Risk Tolerances
Identify, Analyze, and Respond to Risks
Assess Fraud Risk
Identify, Analyze, and Respond to
Change

Principle 16
Principle 17

Use Quality Information
Communicate Internally
Communicate Externally

Monitoring

Perform Monitoring Activities
Evaluate Issues and Remediate
Deficiencies

In compliance with generally accepted government auditing standards, we must determine
whether internal control is significant to our audit objectives. We base our determination of
significance on whether an entity’s internal control impacts our audit conclusion. In the following
matrix, we list our audit objectives, indicate whether internal control was significant to our audit
objectives, and identify which internal control components and underlying principles were
significant to those objectives.

28

For further information on the Green Book, please refer to https://www.gao.gov/greenbook/overview.
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Internal Control Components and Underlying Principles
Significant to the Audit Objectives
Risk Assessment
Control Activities

Control Environment
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Audit Objectives
Significance
Did the Audit Division have processes in
Yes
place to identify taxpayers who did not
report or underreported sales and use taxes
owed?
Did management implement processes
Yes
sufficient to ensure the department
immediately deposited all payments
received, in accordance with statute?
In response to the prior audit finding, did
Yes
the Vehicle Services Division implement a
system to track the inventory of license
plates distributed to the county clerks and
inventory maintained at other locations?
Also, did Financial Control Division staff
reconcile the distribution of vehicle license
plates and decals sold to the revenue
received from the county clerks?
Did the department develop and implement
No
an electronic insurance verification program
and report on the effectiveness of the
program in reducing the number of
uninsured motor vehicles, as directed in
statute?
In response to the prior audit finding, did
Yes
Audit Division management develop
policies and procedures to retain qualifying
invoices and document the supervisory
review of a Headquarters Tax Credit claim
to ensure approvals are for purchases that
meet the statutory criteria?
In response to the prior audit finding, did
Yes
management ensure that staff retained
supporting documentation necessary to
support approval of the job tax credits on all
audits performed, and that tax auditors
followed policies and procedures as
outlined in the Franchise and Excise Tax
In response to the prior audit finding, did
Yes
department management create, update, and
retire RDAs governing the department’s
existing public records? Additionally, did
management establish a review and disposal
process for the department’s public records
in accordance with the RDAs?
In response to the prior audit finding, did
Yes
management follow state information
systems security policies and industry best
practices regarding information systems
controls?
Did management design and implement
Yes
policies and procedures to comply with
state information systems security policies
and industry best practices for three areas?
Did department management design and
Yes
implement adequate procedures to
administer CARES Act funds?

Information & Communication

Monitoring
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APPENDIX 2

Department’s Operational Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic
During our audit, the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic caused disruptions to the Department
of Revenue’s normal operations. The department’s Commissioner assembled his executive
leadership team on March 10, 2020, to plan how the department would continue operations
remotely in the event of a COVID-19 government shutdown. Three days after the executive
leadership team met, Governor Bill Lee directed 11,000 state employees – including most of the
Department of Revenue’s personnel – to work from home to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
Division leaders stated that the most difficult change for the department was obtaining and
distributing laptops to employees to facilitate remote work. Management reported that once
implemented, remote work did not affect the department’s overall productivity, and absenteeism
and turnover decreased. The success of remote work during the COVID-19 pandemic prompted
management to pursue permanent teleworking arrangements for some roles. This allowed
management to terminate an office space lease in Nashville’s Metro Center, saving the department
$750,000 annually.
Table 9 lists additional operational changes that different divisions implemented to ensure
continuity of Department of Revenue operations during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Division

Table 9
Department of Revenue’s COVID-19 Operational Changes
Examples of Operational Changes Due to COVID-19

Audit

Collection
Services

Special
Investigations

•

Directed field auditors to conduct their audits virtually to minimize
nonessential state employee travel.

•

Temporarily suspended collection activities from March 26, 2020, through
July 15, 2020.

•

Established hardship installment payment plans for approximately 300
delinquent taxpayers affected by COVID-19.

•

Temporarily suspended in-person criminal investigations and issued
guidance for remote inspections and investigations.

•

Encouraged employees to meet virtually, whenever possible, and established
sanitation and social distancing protocols for staff who were required to
conduct in-person inspections or interviews.
Extended tax filing and payment deadlines for franchise and excise taxes
from April 15, 2020, to July 15, 2020.

•

Taxpayer Services

Processing

•

Moved the department’s facility-based call center to virtual operations.

•
•

Temporarily closed the department’s walk-in taxpayer service sites.
Scheduled staggered shifts for employees required to come into the office to
process taxpayers’ paper filings, check payments, and correspondence.

•

Reduced in-office personnel from 60 employees onsite to a maximum of 30
employees onsite at a time.
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Division

TR31

Vehicle Services

Examples of Operational Changes Due to COVID-19

•

Created and executed a plan to continue testing and training of staff necessary
for timely implementation of phase four of the TR3 system.

•

Implemented Governor Lee’s Executive Order 15 to extend the deadline for
vehicle registration renewals that expired in March or April 2020 to June 15,
2020.

•

Temporary closed the department’s walk-in service location for commercial
vehicle registration and transitioned to issuing temporary permits.

Source: Interviews with Department of Revenue divisional leaders.
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APPENDIX 3

Department Organizational Structure and Organizational Chart
The department has five major divisions described below.
The Taxpayer Services division services as the department’s front line for taxpayer
assistance and education. This section operates six offices across the state, including the main
office in Nashville. The regional offices are typically open but due to COVID-19, staff transitioned
to working virtually in March 2020. Most of the general public seeking information on state tax
policies and statutory requirements make their initial contact with Taxpayer Services staff through
the call center.
The Vehicle Services division issues titles and registration for all new and used vehicles
in the state. Working together with 95 county clerks who operate as agents of the state, the division
registers more than 7 million vehicles and issues 2 million new titles each year. This division is
responsible for insurance verification of all registrants. This division is also responsible for noting
and discharging liens, surrendering titles to other jurisdictions, and serving as the central repository
of all vehicle records in the state.
The Processing division opens and batches all mail the department receives; scans images;
and processes and deposits payments.
The Audit division provides services related to tax audits, including audit examination,
refund processing, penalty waiver processing, and taxpayer discovery. The division conducts tax
audits of taxpayers subject to the Tennessee tax law; encourages voluntary compliance with state
tax laws; and assists in educating taxpayers regarding tax laws and filing requirements. The
division also serves as a liaison to the Tax Director from the Tennessee Department of Economic
and Community Development and directs policy development.
The Collection Services division is responsible for collecting delinquent taxes, penalties,
and interest that result from taxpayers failing to remit payments timely or underreporting taxes in
relation to state tax statutes. The division prefers and encourages taxpayers to voluntarily comply
with the tax collection process to increase state revenues through the collection of delinquent taxes.
Other Divisions
The department’s other divisions – Administrative Hearing Office, Legislation, Research,
Tax Policy, Communications, Financial Control, Fiscal Services, TR3, 29 General Counsel, Human
Resources, Special Investigations, and Internal Audit - provide administrative support over internal
and external communication, fiscal and information systems support, act as liaisons with the
General Assembly and the Governor’s Office, and provide to department management and staff

29

TR3 is Tennessee Revenue, Registration, and Reporting System, the department’s information system for
administering state tax law.
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Department of Revenue
Organizational Chart
January 2021
Executive
Administrative Assistant
Executive Sponsor,
Project TR3

Commissioner
Executive
Administrative Assistant
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Officer

Human
Resources

Deputy Commissioner

Financial Control

Fiscal

Assistant
Commissioner, Revenue
Operations

Assistant
Commissioner, Audit

Assistant Commissioner
& General Counsel

Taxpayer Services

Audit

Legal Office

Chief of Staff

Chief
Compliance
Officer

Legislation

Special
Investigations

Research

Internal Audit

Tax Policy

TR3
Vehicle Services

Hearing Office
Communications
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Processing

TR3 – Tennessee Revenue, Registration, and Reporting System
Source: Department of Revenue intranet.
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APPENDIX 4
UNAUDITED
Department Budget and Actual Expenditures and Revenues
Table 10
Department of Revenue
Fiscal Year 2019 Budget and Actual Expenditures and Revenues

Expenditures

Payroll
Operational
Total

FY 18-19 Recommended Budget*
$72,272,500
61,001,900
$133,274,400

FY 18-19 Actual Expenditures and
Revenues**
$63,060,600
55,328,900
$118,389,900

Revenues

State
$100,363,700
$79,049,300
Federal
20,900
8,800
Other
32,889,800
39,331,400
Total
$133,274,400
$118,389,900
*Source: Tennessee State Budget, Fiscal Year 2018-2019.
**Source: Tennessee State Budget, Fiscal Year 2020-2021 (Actual Expenditures and Revenues).
Table 11
Department of Revenue
Fiscal Year 2020 Budget and Actual Expenditures and Revenues

Expenditures

Payroll
Operational
Total

FY 19-20 Recommended Budget*
$72,450,000
61,025,900
$133,475,900

FY 19-20 Actual Expenditures and
Revenues*
$65,131,000
52,158,700
$117,289,700

Revenues

State
$87,267,800
$77,648,400
Federal
20,900
4,400
Other
34,895,200
39,636,900
Total
$122,183,900
$117,289,700
*Source: Tennessee State Budget, Fiscal Year 2019-2020.
**Source: Tennessee State Budget, Fiscal Year 2021-2022 (Actual Expenditures and Revenues).
Table 12
Department of Revenue
Fiscal Year 2021 Budget

Expenditures

FY 2021 Recommended
Budget*
$73,430,600
62,394,800
$135,825,400

Payroll
Operational
Total

Revenues

State
$102,409,100
Federal
20,900
Other
33,395,400
Total
$122,183,900
*Source: Tennessee State Budget, Fiscal Year 2020-2021.
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APPENDIX 5

Summary of Job Tax Credit Provisions
Additional Job Tax Credits

Standard
Job Tax Credit

Amount of
credit

$4,500 per job created

$4,500 per job created (in
addition to the standard
credit)

Location

Enhancement counties
(all tiers)
Varies based on
enhancement county
tier:

Enhancement counties (tiers 2,
3, or 4)
Same as standard job tax
credit for each tier.

Minimum
number of
qualified jobs

Higher Level
Investments

Enhancement Counties

$5,000 per job created from
investments of $10 million or
more (in addition to the
standard credit)
Enhancement counties
(all tiers)
Varies based on taxpayer’s
level of capital investment:
$10m: 100 headquarters
jobs
$100m: 100 jobs
$250m: 250 jobs
$500m: 500 jobs
$1bn: 500 jobs

Tier 1: 25 jobs
Tier 2: 25 jobs
Tier 3: 20 jobs
Tier 4: 10 jobs

Adventure
Tourism Zone

$4,500 per job created (in
addition to the standard
credit).
Adventure tourism zones
Varies based on enhancement
county tier:
Tier 1: 25 jobs
Tier 2: 19 jobs
Tier 3: 13 jobs
Tier 4: 10 jobs

Persons with
Disabilities Tax
Credit

Community
Resurgence Tax
Credit

$5,000 per full-time
job created and $2,000
per part-time job
created
No location
requirement
No minimum, but the
job(s) must employ
people with disabilities
receiving state services.

$2,500 per job
created

Full-time employees
must enroll in the
employer’s health
insurance plan.

Each job must pay
at least the state
average wage for
that occupation.

50%

50%

High-poverty areas
10 jobs

Other job
requirements

None

None

Each job must pay at least the
state average wage for that
occupation (150% of the state
average occupational wage at
the $10m investment level).

Offset amount

50%

100%

100%

Jobs may be full-time, parttime, or seasonal, and with or
without health insurance.
However, jobs that are
seasonal, part-time, or do not
offer health insurance are
counted as half of one job.
100%

Carryforward

15 years

None

None

None

15 years

15 years

Minimum
required capital
investment

$500,000 ($10m for
taxpayers engaged in
conventions or trade
show enterprises)

Same as for standard

$10 million

Same as for standard

None

None

Investment
period

Tier 1 or 2: 3 years
Tier 3 or 4: 5 years

Same as standard job tax
credit for each tier.

$10m: 3 years
$100m: 3 years
$250m: 6 years
$500m: 12 years
$1bn: 20 years

Same as standard job tax
credit for each tier.

None; the taxpayer
may claim the credit
for each year the
qualified job remains
filled.

3 years

Source: Compiled by auditor based on Section 67-5-2109, Tennessee Code Annotated.
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